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Abstract
Rising public debt has been widespread in democratic-capitalist political economies 
since the 1970s, generally accompanied among other things by weak economic growth, 
rising unemployment, increasing inequality, growing tax resistance, and declining po-
litical participation. Following an initial period of fiscal consolidation in the 1990s, 
public debt took an unprecedented leap in response to the Great Recession. Renewed 
consolidation efforts, under the pressure of “financial markets,” point to a general de-
cline in state expenditure, particularly discretionary and investment expenditure, and 
of extensive retrenchment and privatization of state functions.
Zusammenfassung
Steigende Staatsverschuldung ist in demokratisch-kapitalistischen Ländern seit den 
1970er-Jahren verbreitet. Üblicherweise ist sie verbunden mit niedrigem Wirtschafts-
wachstum, steigender Arbeitslosigkeit, wachsender Ungleichheit, zunehmender Steuer-
feindlichkeit sowie einem Rückgang politischer Beteiligung. Auf eine Phase anfänglicher 
fiskalischer Konsolidierung in den 1990er-Jahren folgte, in Reaktion auf die Große Re-
zession, ein sprunghafter Anstieg der öffentlichen Schulden. Die unter dem Druck der 
Finanzmärkte wieder aufgenommenen Konsolidierungsbemühungen lassen eine gene-
relle Kürzung der Staatsausgaben – vor allem solcher diskretionärer und investiver Art – 
und darüber hinaus eine weitgehende Beschneidung und Privatisierung von Staatsauf-
gaben erwarten.
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The Politics of Public Debt: Neoliberalism, Capitalist 
Development, and the Restructuring of the State
1 Introduction
From the 1970s on, public debt increased more or less steadily in most, if not all, OECD 
countries as never before in peacetime. The rapid rise in public indebtedness was a gen-
eral, not a national phenomenon. Yet in some countries, especially ones with low levels 
of inflation like West Germany, this rise began earlier than in others (Streeck 2011). In 
this essay I will emphasize the cross-national commonalities rather than the national 
specifics of the transformation of the “tax state” (Schumpeter [1918]1991) into a debt 
state, and from there to the present consolidation state.1 My argument focuses on the 
family of countries that adopted a regime of democratic capitalism, or capitalist democ-
racy, after the Second World War, combining institutionalized mass participation in 
government with a market economy and capitalist property relations. By placing the 
current fiscal crisis of democratic-capitalist political economies into a historical context 
– in other words, treating it as a step in a historical sequence, not as a single event – I 
hope to shed light on the underlying dynamics of the crisis, adding a new perspective to 
what static-technical theories of public finance have to offer.
The historical context within which I will situate the fiscal crisis of contemporary dem-
ocratic states I conceive as a process of capitalist development. By this I mean in par-
ticular the neoliberal revolution which began in the 1970s and essentially abolished the 
“mixed economies” (Shonfield 1965; Shonfield/Shonfield 1984) of the three postwar 
decades, resulting in a more or less continuously growing role of markets, including in-
ternational markets, in political-economic governance. In line with Schumpeter’s early 
research program of “fiscal sociology” (Schumpeter [1918]1991), I will discuss public 
finance as both an indicator of and a causal factor in an evolving relationship between 
political rule and the economy, or more precisely, between the democratic state and 
modern capitalism.2 Approaching this paper’s subject – the politics of public debt – in 
this way, I will show that political-economic theories in the tradition of Public Choice, 
which attribute the rise in government debt to an inherent tendency of democracies to 
I am indebted to my doctoral students Lukas Haffert, Philip Mehrtens, and Daniel Mertens for con-
structive comments and suggestions, and to Lea Elsässer for faithful collection and processing of my 
statistical data.
1 For an elaboration see Streeck (2013: 164ff., passim).
2 “The public finances are one of the best starting points for an investigation of society, especially 
but not exclusively of its political life. The full fruitfulness of this approach is seen particularly at 
those turning points, or epochs, during which existing forms begin to die off and to change into 
something new. This is true both of the causal significance of fiscal policy (insofar as fiscal events 
are important elements in the causation of all change) and of the symptomatic significance (in-
sofar as everything that happens has its fiscal reflection).” (Schumpeter [1918]1991: 110)
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“live beyond their means,” cannot account for the fiscal crisis of today. Having rejected 
what I call the democratic failure theory, and based on the record of the last four decades, 
I will present a list of proximate causes accounting for the rise in state indebtedness and 
relate them to what I consider, for the purposes of my narrative, the ultimate cause be-
hind them. That cause, I will argue, is the long-term decline in the growth performance 
of advanced capitalist economies and their subsequent inability to honor the promises 
of economic and human progress on which their legitimacy depended.3
Following my analysis of the genealogy of the current crisis of public finance, I will turn 
to the five years that have passed since the near-crash of the global financial system in 
2008, to outline what I perceive to be a new politics of debt management by consolida-
tion. As I will argue, this includes a profound restructuring of the democratic-capitalist 
political economy in continuation of the neoliberal transformation of the last two de-
cades of the twentieth century, in the direction of a state that is “leaner,” less interven-
tionist, and, in particular, less receptive to popular demands for redistribution than was 
the case for states of the postwar period.4 Special attention will be paid to the relation-
ship between the politics of government debt on the one hand and social and economic 
inequality on the other. 
2 Democratic failure?
Historically, democratic capitalism is a recent phenomenon. It became firmly institu-
tionalized as a political regime only after 1945 under the international hegemony of the 
New Deal in the United States and, in Europe, on social-democratic traditions (among 
many others Ruggie 1982; Judt 2005, 2009; Reich 2007). In democratic capitalism, or 
capitalist democracy, governments are expected to intervene in markets to secure social 
justice and stability as defined and demanded by a voting majority. The underlying 
assumption is that without political correction of a Keynesian and Beveridgean kind, 
markets tend to give rise to cumulative advantage, also known as the “Matthew effect” 
(Merton 1968), which would make them unacceptable to a democratically empowered 
citizenry.5
3 For the purpose of this approach, I will consider declining growth as exogenous.
4 This is essentially what Pierson (1998, 2001) refers to as an “austerity regime”.
5 In other words, democratic capitalism implies a politics with a redistributive-egalitarian bent; 
indeed with reference to the postwar political formation in the West one could just as well speak 
of egalitarian capitalism (Kenworthy 2007). One implication is that not every political interfer-
ence with market outcomes is “democratic” as the term is used here; for example, for the Bush 
tax cuts to be passed, democracy as we know it had to be neutralized rather than activated.
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Average public indebtedness among OECD countries more than doubled in the roughly 
four decades between the 1970s and 2010 from about 40 percent of GDP to more than 
90 percent (for a sample of twelve major OECD countries, see Figure 1). Increasing 
public debt was a general phenomenon in almost all countries of democratic capital-
ism. Differences between countries do exist, but from a longitudinal perspective they 
reduce mostly to time lags and appear to be of minor significance in the light of the 
universal nature of the process. Note that the rise of indebtedness was halted in the 
mid-1990s for about a decade, to resume only in 2008, the first year of an apparently 
never-ending financial crisis when state indebtedness started its steepest incline of the 
period under observation. I will return to this later.
Economic-institutionalist theories in the tradition of writers like James Buchanan at-
tribute the increase in public debt since the 1970s to an inherent tendency of political 
democracy to overspend, caused by the short-sightedness of voters and the opportun-
ism of politicians (Buchanan 1958; Buchanan/Tullock 1962, 1977; Buchanan/Wagner 
1977). Where Public Choice amounts to a theory of democratic failure, the claim is that 
public deficits and public debt are due to majoritarian electoral pressure from below 
for redistribution through public spending. In the following I will argue that this ac-
count, based on highly stylized hypothetical assumptions on “rational” behavior under 
democratic conditions, appears highly improbable, to say the least, when the increase in 
public debt is placed in the context of other events and developments that happened in 
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Figure 1 Government debt as a percentage of GDP, selected OECD countries, 1970–2011
Countries included in unweighted average: Austria, Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, 
Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, UK, USA.
Source: OECD Economic Outlook: Statistics and Projections (Database).
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the OECD world during the same period. This is because the growth of public debt was 
accompanied by a steady decline in both democratic mobilization and the distributional 
position of mass publics, pointing to a secular contraction of the power resources and 
redistributive capacities of the very democratic politics held responsible by theories of 
“public choice” for the rise in public indebtedness since the 1970s.
As to democratic power resources, participation in national elections in the OECD world 
peaked in the 1960s when it was as high as 84 percent on average for 22 countries. From 
there it dropped continuously from decade to decade and reached 73 percent in the 
eleven years from 2000 to 2011 (Schäfer/Streeck 2013). Unionization attained its highest 
postwar level in the 1970s and then began to fall everywhere (for six major countries see 
Figure 2).6 A third form of mass political participation, “industrial action”, also known as 
strikes, practically ended in the 1980s (see Figure 3, which omits Italy where strikes were 
extremely frequent in the 1970s but ceased almost entirely in the 1980s).
The decay of popular participation in redistributive politics was reflected in, or associ-
ated with, a continuous loss in the distributional position of popular majorities. Unem-
ployment increased everywhere as governments withdrew from the postwar promise 
6 Figure 2 does not include Sweden where union density was traditionally the highest in the 
world. Including it would have distorted the scale. Apart from this, the Swedish trajectory was 
very much in line with the other countries, except that the decline started later. At the beginning 
of the 1990s, union density in Sweden was still above 80 percent; by 2011, in about two decades, 
it had fallen to 68 percent.
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Figure 2 Union density rates, six countries, 1960–2010
Source: Amsterdam Institute for Advanced Labour Studies: ICTWSS Database 3, May 2011.
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of politically guaranteed full employment. Today, unemployment rates between five 
and ten percent are considered normal in capitalist democracies, de-unionization and 
often painful “reforms” of social security systems notwithstanding.7 Even Sweden, the 
classical country of full employment policy, has since the end of the 1990s been content 
with a “natural” level of unemployment hovering between six and nine percent (Meh-
rtens 2013). In parallel, income inequality steadily increased in most countries up to the 
middle of the first decade of the 2000s (Figure 4). One factor behind this was a massive 
decline of the wage share almost everywhere (Duménil/Lévy 2004; Kristal 2010; Ryner 
2012) caused by a lasting decoupling of wage increases from increases in productivity. 
This development was, not surprisingly, most pronounced in the United States, where 
by the end of the 1970s average hourly earnings had ceased to develop in line with pro-
ductivity, embarking on a long period of stagnation while productivity continued to 
rise. Increases in household incomes during the period in question were solely due to 
higher participation of women in the labor market (Kochan 2013; Figure 5).8 
7 The average rate of unemployment in the OECD was 2.2 percent from 1960 to 1973, from where 
it increased steadily to 7.1 percent in 1990 to 2001. From 2002 to 2008 it was at 5.8 percent, only 
to rise to 6.6 percent between 2009 and 2012. 
8 Kochan refers to the historical watershed of the late 1970s as  the breaking of the postwar “social 
contract” (Kochan 2013).
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Summing up, the rise of public debt – the arrival of the debt state – was part of a neolib-
eral revolution in the postwar political economy. At a time when democratic-redistrib-
utive intervention in capitalist markets became ineffectual on many fronts, it is unlikely 
that increasing public debt can be explained by voters and workers exercising superior 
political power. Indeed, rather than electorates extracting unearned incomes from the 
economy, growing government indebtedness in OECD nations was accompanied by a 
lasting decline in both living conditions and the distributional position of popular ma-
jorities, which in turn was associated with a secular decay in the power resources (Korpi 
1983) of redistributive democracy.
3 Proximate causes, ultimate cause
To account for the increase in government debt across a wide range of countries over 
an extended period of time, it seems useful to draw on the proven distinction between 
proximate and ultimate causes (Thierry 2005). The parallel build-up of debt in capitalist 
democracies was produced by a variety of specific factors that, while often interrelated, 
differed between countries and over time. All of these proximate causes, however, point 
back to one common, ultimate cause, which is a secular decline in economic growth in 
the democratic-capitalist OECD world.9 In other words, I argue that the accumulation 
9 On the central importance of growth for the performance of contemporary capitalist econo-
mies see Holtfrerich (2007).
Average of Gini coefficients
Included in the unweighted average: Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, 
Greece, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, UK, USA.
Source: OECD Income distribution (Database) – Inequality.
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of public debt since the 1970s must be understood as one element among others of a 
variegated response of countries and actors to declining growth and to the pressures on the 
politics of rich capitalist democracies that resulted from it.
The following, incomplete list includes some of the most important proximate causes 
of the rise of public debt during the period in question.
1. Public debt began to increase in the mid-1970s, and in particular in the early 1980s, as 
a result of an OECD-wide recession which activated automatic fiscal stabilizers and, 
in some countries, called forth “Keynesian” stimulus spending. The “Second Oil Cri-
sis” in 1979 caused higher spending on unemployment benefit and active labor mar-
ket policies while lowering public revenues, especially from payroll taxes. The same 
was true for the contraction of employment following the deflationary monetarist 
policy of the U.S. central bank under Volcker after 1979, with interest rates at times 
exceeding 20 percent, and the British turn to monetarism under Margaret Thatcher. 
Generally, the revocation of the postwar commitment to politically guaranteed full 
employment – a commitment that had caused high and rising inflation after the end 
of postwar growth – and the acceptance on the part of governments of a residual level 
of unemployment as a natural condition was bound to put pressure on public finance 
as long as retrenchment of the postwar welfare state had not yet been accomplished.
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2. The end of both growth and inflation led to a sharp increase in tax resistance, first 
in the United States and then elsewhere in the OECD world. In response, several 
countries passed tax reforms to end what is called “bracket creep”: the movement 
of tax payers into higher income tax rates with rising nominal incomes. In subse-
quent years, “globalization” and the resulting international tax competition (Gen-
schel/Schwarz 2013) motivated tax cuts for high income earners and corporations.10 
Emblematic for this was the tax reform during Ronald Reagan’s first period of office 
(1981–1985), which together with deflation and an unprecedented arms build-up 
was instrumental in causing the most dramatic rise in government debt since the 
Second World War (Greider 1981; Stockman 1986). While tax revenue had until the 
mid-1970s by and large kept pace with public spending, by the late 1980s it began 
to stagnate until it started declining after the end of the century (Figure 6). By 2010, 
taxation levels were back where they had been two decades earlier.
3. The 1990s was a time when OECD nations managed to bring down public spending 
in an effort to match it to by and large stagnant public revenues (cf. Figure 6). In part, 
this was made easier by the end of the Communist bloc and the “peace dividend” it 
carried with it. But it was also due to deep reforms of welfare state institutions. It 
seems reasonable to consider welfare state reform as a time-lagged response to the 
rise in social spending after the end of politically guaranteed unemployment. Re-
trenchment of social protection was championed in particular by the Clinton admin-
istration which, following its defeat in the mid-term elections of 1994, vowed to “end 
welfare as we know it.”11 In Germany, welfare reform was delayed by unification as 
the West-German social policy regime was translated one-to-one to the Neue Laender 
(Streeck/Trampusch 2006). A decade later the social-democratic Schröder govern-
ment passed the so-called Hartz IV legislation. Depending on the country, welfare 
state reform did not always and necessarily result in lower aggregate spending, at least 
not immediately; it did, however, cut entitlements per case in reaction to rising num-
bers of long-term unemployed and other recipients of social assistance. The 1990s, 
which may be described as a first period of fiscal consolidation, show that mass de-
mocracies, if placed under enough economic pressure and with voters sufficiently 
demobilized, are quite capable of curtailing social protection and generally imposing 
economic hardship on a majority of voters in the interest of “sound finance.”
4. By the late 1990s, a country like the United States had achieved a budget surplus 
(Pierson 1998, 2001). This did not last long, however, as it was soon to be wiped 
out after 2001 by deep tax cuts combined with a steep increase in military spending, 
very much on the model of the first Reagan administration. Given that the “Bush tax 
10 For Europe, see Schratzenstaller (2011).
11 The Clinton administration’s turn to welfare reform was a response to the failure of its initial 
project to restore economic growth by restoring American competitiveness in manufacturing, 
among other things by better training of the U.S. workforce. See the memoirs of Clinton’s first 
Secretary of Labor, Robert Reich (1997).
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cuts,” as they came to be called, overwhelmingly benefited corporations and the very 
rich (Hacker/Pierson 2011), they cannot possibly be attributed to an excess of re-
distributive democracy.12 Quite to the contrary, the restored public deficit was used 
as an argument for further cuts in public expenditure, as military spending was un-
touchable and higher taxes on high incomes politically infeasible. Current debates 
on balancing the U.S. federal budget continue to focus almost exclusively on the 
so-called “entitlements,” in particular to social security and health care. Generating 
a public deficit by simultaneously cutting taxes and raising military spending cor-
responds to the strategic concept of the ultra-liberal American Right as organized 
by the anti-tax activist Grover Norquist. The strategy is summed up in the slogan, 
“Starving the Beast,” the beast being the residual welfare state of the post-New Deal 
United States.13
12 Redistribution to the poor had by this time already been privatized, i.e., relocated to deregulated 
financial markets where citizens were allowed to make up for stagnant incomes by taking out ever 
riskier loans (Crouch 2009). After 2008, these ended to a large extent on the public balance sheet.
13 That tax cuts for the well-to-do cause public deficits, which are then used to argue the need for 
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Figure 6 Government expenditure and total tax revenue as a percentage of GDP, 
 selected OECD countries, 1970–2011
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5. The financial crisis of 2008 caused the greatest ever hike in public indebtedness due 
to the immense costs of both the rescue of the financial system and the stimulus 
spending required to keep national economies from collapsing (for a selection of 
countries see Figure 7). Like tax cuts for the rich, “Star Wars,” and the invasions of 
Afghanistan and Iraq, the absorption of unsustainable private debt by the public 
debtor of last resort after 2008 cannot be attributed to irresponsible greed among 
voters and politicians.14 In fact, the emergency measures that were taken in 2008 
and later wiped out all of the – politically very costly – accomplishments of the con-
solidation efforts of the 1990s restored the level of public debt to the trend line for 
the forty-year period beginning in the mid-1970s (cf. Figure 1). Contrary to public 
choice theory, the most dramatic leap in public indebtedness since the 1970s has 
been a case of failure, not of democracy but of capitalism, in particular in its new 
form of financial capitalism.
cuts in social welfare spending, is by no means limited to the United States. The same pattern 
was effective in Europe, including Germany (Schratzenstaller 2013) where the losses in revenue 
caused by the Schröder tax reform were for several years the only reason why the federal govern-
ment was unable to achieve a balanced budget. The deficit later became a central argument for 
the Hartz reform of the German welfare state.
14 It is a different question whether the deregulation of the financial system, especially in coun-
tries like the United States and the United Kingdom, partly in compensation for a neoliberal 
retrenchment of the state, was an act of reckless negligence on the part of governments.
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How are the different proximate causes of the fiscal crisis of rich democracies related? 
The common ultimate cause, I suggest, behind the various proximate causes effective 
along the trajectory of the public debt build-up was the declining growth performance 
of the OECD world (Figure 8). After 1974, average real growth per year in OECD coun-
tries over five-year periods fluctuated between two and three percent, apart from two 
peaks at the end of the 1980s and the 1990s when it rose to between three and four per-
cent, albeit only for a short time. Thereafter, in the one-and-a-half decades since 1998, 
i.e., ten years before the Great Recession, average growth rates declined almost steadily 
until they bottomed out at zero in 2010. With the end of inflation in the 1980s came 
the end of the automatic devaluation of public debt. Moreover, average unemployment 
rates ranged between six and seven percent during the same period. Low growth after 
1998 kept debt ratios high although budget deficits almost disappeared on average dur-
ing 2002–2008 due to consolidation efforts. They were, of course, to come back with a 
vengeance as a result of the crisis.
Pulling together ultimate cause and proximate causes, weak economic growth induced 
governments and central banks in the 1970s – with the exception of the Bundesbank 
after 1974 – to accommodate wage pressures in order to preserve employment, which 
resulted in inflation. Monetary stabilization in the 1980s produced unemployment 
and thereby upset the fiscal balance of social security systems; it also caused tax resis-
tance, which came to be supported by “globalization” giving rise to tax competition 
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by enabling mobile assets to change between jurisdictions. Globalization also called 
forth “supply-side policies” of tax relief for corporations and the rich. Furthermore, 
it inspired financial deregulation, or “financialization” (Krippner 2011), in an attempt 
to restart the capitalist growth engine, especially in Anglo-American countries. As we 
know now, this did not really work and growth rates under financialization continued 
to decline. In the end, when the strategy collapsed in the Great Recession, it turned out 
to have produced pseudo-growth at best. 
Over time, insufficient growth gave rise to a sequence of different crisis configurations, 
with (i) high inflation and low debt in the 1970s followed, from 1980 to 1993, by (ii) low 
inflation and public and private debt rising simultaneously, and from 1994 to 2007 by 
(iii) low inflation, receding public debt, and further increasing private debt. Since 2008, 
we continue to see (iv) low inflation, now combined with slightly declining private debt 
and exploding public debt (Figure 9 for the U.S.; the pattern for many other countries 
is essentially the same, with variations reflecting specific circumstances). Overall, grow-
ing public debt was part of a general rise of indebtedness in capitalist countries, which 
coincided with low growth and indeed may have been the result of attempts to sustain 
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and restore economic performance (“Pumpkapitalismus”15). For example, the aggregate 
debt burden of the United States, comprising the debt of government, households, and 
non-financial as well as financial corporations, doubled in four decades from four-and-
a-half to nine times the country’s GDP (Figure 10). Government debt accounted for 
just a very small share of this. The fact that the rise in government debt since the 1980s 
was embedded in a simultaneous rise in aggregate debt16 tends to be overlooked in 
discussions on the fiscal problems of contemporary democracies, in particular those 
that attribute such problems to a failure of democracy. Increasing overall indebtedness, 
which seems to have continued after 2008, would appear to represent an insufficiently 
understood aspect of contemporary capitalist development.
15 The term was coined by Ralf Dahrendorf in one of his last essays (Dahrendorf 2009). See also 
Streeck (2013: 225 ff.).
16 The general picture remains the same if the debt of the financial sector is excluded.
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4 Rebuilding confidence
The crisis of 2008, I suggest, marked the beginning of a new era in the politics of pub-
lic debt, and generally in the relationship between global capitalism and the state sys-
tem. As states accepted vastly increased indebtedness in order to rescue their national 
economies from the fallout of the collapse of the financial industry, investors in public 
debt appeared to become doubtful whether governments would ever be able to honor 
their unprecedented financial obligations, and whether public debt had reached a point 
where states would find it more in their interest to default than to pay up. Declining 
investor confidence found expression, among other things, in rising and unpredictably 
fluctuating risk premiums on government bonds and in a flurry of changing judgments 
meted out by the three U.S. rating agencies. Not surprisingly, economists went to work 
to calculate the debt level beyond which a country would cease to be solvent, in part 
because its debt would render its economy unable to grow (Reinhart/Rogoff 2010).17
It soon turned out, however, that the matter was more complicated. Apparently, if there 
was a critical threshold, it was different for different countries. The United States con-
tinued to be charged a risk premium close to what “the markets” required from Germa-
ny, even though its government effectively refuses to address the country’s decades-old 
“double deficit.” Rather than specific numbers, discussions began to focus on intan-
gibles like the trustworthiness of a country’s politics and the confidence it inspired in the 
psychology of owners of financial assets. In a more technical language, what was looked 
for was credible commitments on the part of countries to servicing their debt, come what 
may. I suggest that it is in this context that the rise of austerity, as a political imperative 
for – some – debtor countries, must be seen.
The politics of public debt may be conceived in terms of a distributional conflict between 
creditors and citizens (Streeck 2013: 117–132). Both have claims on public funds in the 
form of contractual-commercial and political-social rights, respectively. In a democ-
racy, citizens have the possibility of electing a government responsive to them but “ir-
responsible” from the viewpoint of financial markets, in the extreme case a government 
that expropriates its creditors by annulling its debt. As accumulated debt increases, and 
investors are required to be more careful about where they put their money, creditors 
will seek guarantees that expropriation will not happen to them; in effect, that their 
claims will always be given priority over those of citizens, for example of pensioners 
demanding the pension that the state and employers promised them when they were 
workers. 
17 While there has been considerable excitement recently on a calculation error and the method of 
sample construction in Reinhart and Rogoff ’s 2010 paper (Herndon et al. 2013), the thing that 
should have caused consternation much earlier is their idea, mechanistic if nothing else, of a “one 
size fits all” general debt threshold for all countries, regardless of political and economic circum-
stances – not to mention that high debt may be the effect of low growth rather than vice versa.
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“Structural reform” of domestic spending to cut the “entitlements” of the citizenry is 
one important way of reassuring creditors that their money will be safe.18 Another is 
institutional change, such as a balanced budget amendment to the national constitu-
tion or international obligations to honor commercial before political, or explicit before 
implicit, debt. I consider extracting credible commitments of this kind – where there is 
broad space for creativity with respect to their concrete form19 – as the driving force of 
the transformation of the debt state of the last third of the twentieth century into the 
consolidation state of the future.
Looking at Europe, what is peculiar here is that what is to be the restoration of investor 
confidence is taking place not just in national but also in international politics, through a 
deep restructuring of the European state system as both the European Union and, in par-
ticular, European Monetary Union demand. To reassure creditors, states are agreeing to 
tight mutual surveillance, for example under the Fiscal Pact, tying each other’s hands to 
rule out default and to constrain one another to become fit for debt service. This involves 
far-reaching sacrifices of national sovereignty in exchange for arrangements amounting 
de facto to a mutualization of public debt, guaranteeing bond holders that they will be 
paid even if a member state was to become insolvent. Since debt mutualization cannot 
be popular with voters in countries that would have to pay for it, it is typically done not 
in the light of day but rather inside the entrails of the European Central Bank, whose 
President has famously vowed “to do whatever it takes to preserve the euro.”20
How much and what kind of “confidence” the “markets” must be provided with by debt 
states is far from understood. Clearly creditors will not complain if states, fearing the 
fear of the markets, do more than would in fact be necessary. Since international capi-
tal markets are not subject to competition law, it can also not be precluded that inves-
tors will collectively drive up the price of their trust. States, in turn, may use financial 
regulation to force certain categories of investors, like insurance companies, to buy and 
hold their bonds. The strategic games that are being played here will not end when the 
current crisis is declared over, if it ever is. States will for a long time be dependent on fi-
nancial markets, even with consolidated finances, if only for refinancing their remaining 
debt (which will be considerable for many years even in the best of cases). In any case, 
financial markets may need government debt as a safe haven for investment. Bargaining 
18 “Lloyd Blankfein, the head of giant investment bank Goldman Sachs, has said the UK must stick 
with its austerity plan or face a negative reaction from global investors. In an interview with the 
BBC, he said he would like it if the UK could ease the pace of the squeeze on spending. But Mr 
Blankfein … said if you have a deficit that choice is taken away from you because markets will 
react.” BBC News, April 23, 2013 (www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-22260949).
19 Means of restoring creditor confidence may include a low general level of public spending, low 
taxes and a lean state, a de-unionized economy, all major political parties subscribing to fiscal 
rectitude and committed to a healthy financial industry, and the like.
20 “Within our mandate, the ECB is ready to do whatever it takes to preserve the euro. And believe 
me, it will be enough.” Verbatim of the remarks made by Mario Draghi, at the Global Invest-
ment Conference in London, 26 July 2012. Website of the European Central Bank, <www.ecb.
int/press/key/date/2012/html/sp120726.en.html>, read April 27, 2013.
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over the rebuilding of the democratic state in the face of high debt, at the national as well 
as international level, will therefore not cease, with citizens trying to defend their social 
rights and creditors threatening higher risk premiums unless the primacy of their titles is 
firmly established in international treaties and national fiscal regimes and constitutions.
As is being noted, building investor confidence by way of imposing austerity on na-
tional economies may not in all circumstances achieve its objective. Austerity may im-
pede economic growth by cutting demand, rather than promoting it by, among other 
things, creating “rational expectations” on the part of the “real economy” for low taxes 
and higher growth in the future. Apparently, as claimed by Blyth (2013) and others 
(Boyer 2012), expansionary austerity has never really worked in a financial crisis. While 
austerity may shift an increasing share of a society’s resources from citizens to creditors, 
it may shrink the sum total of available resources. Obviously the second effect could, in 
particular in the longer run, suppress the first effect as low growth might undo whatever 
confidence may have been gained through austerity.
5 The rise of the consolidation state
Almost a century after Schumpeter’s seminal paper on the tax state, we are looking back 
at the rise and fall of what had turned into a debt state in the 1980s, give way two decades 
later to what today is shaping up as a consolidation state. Even more than before 2008 
– the year when the financial crisis caused a lapse back into debt-making on a broad 
front – capitalist democracies are currently restructuring their public finances in a sec-
ond wave of consolidation efforts in order to credibly restore their long-term capacity 
to provide safe investment opportunities to holders of financial assets, domestic as well 
as international. It is around this issue that the contemporary politics of rebuilding the 
state in rich capitalist countries revolves.
Governments striving to consolidate their finances aim above all at reducing their defi-
cit ratios – the gap between expenditures and revenues in relation to GDP – to a level 
below the rate of growth of their national economies. A more ambitious and presum-
ably more confidence-inspiring goal would be a balanced budget, or even a budget sur-
plus by which to bring down the debt level even faster.21 While deficit reduction would 
of course be possible via tax increases, this is only rarely considered, except perhaps 
for social security or consumption taxes where the tax base is immobile. The implica-
21 Of course debt levels can also be lowered by fiscal repression (Reinhart/Sbrancia 2011), combin-
ing over a lengthy period a – hopefully moderate – rate of inflation with low interest rates and 
some form of capital controls to oblige domestic owners of monetary assets to invest in national 
government bonds. But this presupposes that investment capital can be held captive, or that the 
banking industry can be effectively regulated by the central bank. 
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tion is that consolidation by raising public revenues is likely to make tax systems more 
degressive.22 As noted, tax competition and evasion in particular of estate, income, and 
corporate taxes, have been among the leading causes of public debt in the first place.23 
However, unless all major countries act in unison, for example by jointly rolling back 
their tax reforms of the 1990s and 2000s, they would have to fear losing not just parts of 
their tax base but also investment and employment in their “real economies.”24
As a consequence, the preferred strategy of fiscal consolidation is cutting expenditures 
by retrenching state activities in line with neoliberal standard recipes. The practical 
question here is the kind of expenditure governments can most afford to cut. Unlike 
the 1990s after the collapse of the Soviet Union, there is no longer much of a peace 
dividend to collect. The only major exception might be the United States, which spends 
more on defense than the rest of the world together. Still, the U.S. seems unlikely to 
significantly reduce its defense spending, notwithstanding technological progress to-
ward cheaper hardware like drones.25 What remains, then, are cuts in either manda-
tory or discretionary public spending; the former being by definition more difficult to 
make than the latter, at least in the short term. Mandatory public spending encompasses 
citizen entitlements, mainly to social security and health care, as well as the salaries of 
public employees. Discretionary spending includes public investment in the physical 
infrastructure and social investment in education, science and technology, labor market 
policy, family services, and the like (Streeck/Mertens 2011). 
In the politics of the consolidation state, mandatory and discretionary spending tend to 
be played off against one another, typically in terms of a potential conflict of interest 
between the old, who insist on their entitlements from the past, and the next generation, 
who depend on public provision for their future. If the old are unwilling to make sacri-
fices for the young26 – or for the credibility of the state in the eyes of its creditors – they 
may be accused of egoism, which is in fact what is happening in many countries today. 
22 This is why it may be difficult to do, likely as it is to cause voter resistance, especially at a time 
of privatization of government services and rising income inequality, with tax cuts for high 
income earners and corporations remaining in place.
23 On tax evasion see the documents gathered by the International Consortium of Investigative 
Journalists and made available in April, 2013: <www.icij.org/offshore/secret-files-expose-off-
shores-global-impact>. 
24 See the recent OECD declaration (2013).
25 In an important way, military strength helps turn the United States into a “safe haven” for sov-
ereign wealth from critical regions of the world, enabling its government to offer protection to 
sheiks and others in return for their purchase of U.S. treasury bonds.
26 Which is likely because cutting pensions or health care for them amounts to a refusal to pay 
them what in effect are deferred wages, and to fail to honor a social contract guaranteeing 
workers the means to end their lives in retirement outside of poverty. There is also the implica-
tion that states, when they stepped in to make workers accept lower-than-living wages from 
their employers by promising to close the gap out of public funds during retirement, promised 
more than they could deliver, building up implicit government debt too big for governments 
to redeem. Fiscal consolidation by cutting mandatory government expenditure amounts to a 
downgrading of implicit state debt in relation to explicit state debt.
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If bearers of social entitlements successfully resist cuts – which they are often able to 
because, among other things, they vote in larger numbers than other groups do (Goerres 
2009) – discretionary spending will be cut more than mandatory spending. This would 
result in declining public investment and increasing privatization of government ser-
vices.27
Privatization was fashionable in the 1990s when the first attempts were being made to 
cut back the contemporary state. It is likely to continue in the second wave of consolida-
tion. Privatization of education, pensions, childcare etc. responds to the more individu-
alized demand of a prosperous middle class and will often meet with their support. At 
the same time, privatization tends to coincide with declining quality of the remaining 
government services on which less prosperous social groups will continue to depend 
(Mehrtens 2013). This makes privatization likely to have negative effects on equality 
of opportunity and on the distribution of access to quality services unless there is deep 
government regulation of privatized services which, however, may drive investors away. 
As to physical infrastructures, privatization may take the form of increased reliance on 
private-public partnerships, something to which governments, in particular local gov-
ernments, need to get used lest they fall prey to the sophisticated marketing and pricing 
practices of, often international, profit-making firms.
Privatizing former state functions opens markets and creates opportunities for capital 
accumulation; in this way it contributes to capitalist development and expansion. At the 
same time, it may disadvantage countries in need of attracting investment by offering 
superior public infrastructures, especially high-wage countries like Germany that have 
to make up for their disadvantage in labor costs. While tax competition limits public 
resources, competition for inward investment forces states to attempt diverting public 
spending away from social entitlements to infrastructural provision for internationally 
mobile producers. Whether this will work must remain open even in the longer term. 
In any case, as noted, economic growth has long been sluggish and has in the past two 
decades gone hand in hand with a continuous build-up of aggregate debt. Whether 
consolidation of public finances, with its detrimental effect not just on demand but also 
on public investment,28 will reverse this trend must appear questionable. 
27 As we have shown using data from the first wave of consolidation in the 1990s, declining gov-
ernment expenditure tends to go together with disproportionate cuts in – discretionary – public 
investment, both physical and social (Streeck/Mertens 2011).
28 On the latter see the forthcoming doctoral dissertation by Lukas Haffert at the Max Planck In-
stitute for the Study of Societies.
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6 Public debt and social inequality 
The build-up of public debt since the 1970s was connected in complex ways to the 
increase in economic inequality that was occurring at the same time, and this holds 
true also for the current politics of consolidation. As growth rates declined and unem-
ployment became endemic in the OECD world after the end of inflation, the wage and 
income spread increased, and so did public spending. Dwindling unionization and the 
“withering away of the strike” (Ross/Hartman 1960) contributed their share to rising 
inequality in incomes (Western/Rosenfeld 2011). Tax collection became more difficult 
due to growing resistance, and later also because of international tax competition in 
an increasingly open global economy. Public revenues fell as a result, further adding 
to public deficits and public debt. Distributional gains on the part of capital and of 
segments of the middle classes, made possible by a growing low-wage sector and less 
progressive taxation, produced a savings overhang that was looking for safe investment 
opportunities. Tax reforms aimed at dissuading firms and high earners from exiting to 
less demanding jurisdictions reinforced this, expanding both the demand for and the 
supply of sovereign credit. By the 1990s at the latest, governments found it necessary to 
allow the financial industry to expand far beyond traditional limits, among other things 
by creating new credit instruments benefitting states dependent on borrowing at favor-
able rates. Financialization in itself increased income differences, both between sectors 
and within (Palley 2008; Tomaskovic-Devey/Lin 2011).
States borrowing from their citizens instead of taxing them make another, independent 
contribution to economic and social inequality. Owners of financial assets who can lend 
to the state what it would otherwise have confiscated earn interest on what remains their 
capital. They may also leave their wealth to their offspring, especially where inheritance 
taxes have been cut or abolished for fear of taxpayer exit. A similar effect, incidentally, is 
at work under “privatized Keynesianism” where liberalized credit serves to replace social 
assistance or supplement low wage. The result is that the poor have to repay with inter-
est what would have been their wage or social benefit with better employment, stronger 
trade unions, and more public intervention.
Moreover, as the debt state in its current form as a consolidation state reassures its cred-
itors that their claims to public funds will take precedence over the claims of citizens, 
it is essentially expropriating social rights and politically created entitlements intended 
to contain inequality. Privatization of public services and a reduction of public social 
investment make for more unequal access to resources essential for equality of oppor-
tunity in an advanced “knowledge society.” As a result, social mobility for future gen-
erations is likely to diminish, as is already the case in the United States (Karabel 2012). 
With consolidation continuing, patterns of public spending will follow tax systems in 
becoming less progressive.
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7 Concluding remarks
When Schumpeter first outlined his project of fiscal sociology, he was convinced that 
the tax state he had seen grow out of the old regime of feudal property would not last 
forever. This fate it would share with modern capitalism itself, a political-economic 
formation which, Schumpeter believed throughout his life, would in a not-so-distant 
future disappear, even though he kept changing his mind on what the cause would be. 
In 1918, Schumpeter seemed to have shared the then prevailing view that with social 
and industrial progress, modern societies would, as organized collectivities, have to take 
command of an ever-rising share of their economies. In this process, they would grow 
out of the system of private capitalism into a less competitive and more fraternal social 
order.29 Later, while he continued to expect capitalism – and with it the tax state – to 
come to an end, Schumpeter saw its impending demise less sanguinely, emphasizing 
factors such as the rise of “coffee-house intellectuals” and social-democratic mass par-
ties together with the desire of a majority of voters for economic security to be delivered 
by an extensive ruling bureaucracy (Schumpeter [1942]1975).
Whatever the details, it is worth emphasizing that the notion of a growing public sector 
constraining and eventually absorbing the private economy was almost commonplace 
among early theorists of capitalist development well into the twentieth century. Its most 
sophisticated expression it probably found in the Marxian figure of an increasingly so-
cial nature of production which – with a growing complexity of the division of labor and 
a correspondingly rising need for infrastructural support and political coordination 
– was bound to come into conflict with a regime of private ownership. This idea was 
however by no means restricted to Marxism. It was present also in the writings of the 
conservative Prussian Kathedersozialist, Adolph Wagner, with his conjecture, dubbed 
“Wagner’s Law” by others, of a tendency for the public economy, with the advance of 
“civilization,” to grow faster than its private counterpart (Wagner 1892: 883ff.). It is 
against this background that current pressures for a curtailment of public involvement 
in the economy may usefully be assessed.
To begin with, it seems worth remembering that classical political economy entirely 
failed to foresee the rise of the civilian debt state that began in the 1970s and 1980s, 
and exactly the same holds for the neoliberal revolution that accompanied it. While 
the Marxist sociologist James O’Connor expected a “fiscal crisis of the state” as early 
as the late 1960s (O’Connor 1970a, b) – and was seconded in this by, of all people, his 
conservative antipode Daniel Bell (Bell 1976) – he never considered the possibility of 
a, however temporary, solution by public debt. But then nobody envisaged, not even in 
29 According to Schumpeter, once “capitalism has done its work and an economy exists which is 
satiated with capital …,” it will be “possible to look forward calmly to that inevitable slowing 
down of merely economic development which is the concomitant of socialism, for socialism 
means liberation of life from the economy … By and by private enterprise will lose its social 
meaning through the development of the economy and the consequent expansion of the sphere 
of social sympathy …” (Schumpeter [1918]1991: 131).
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the final years of the Bretton Woods world in the 1970s, that democratic nation-states 
might suffer from a secular attrition of their sovereign power because of economic in-
ternationalization. Moreover, the turn to fiat money in the 1970s, which allowed new 
methods of monetary support for a capitalist economy increasingly torn by distribu-
tional conflict, was as unanticipated as the subsequent growth of a global financial in-
dustry of a dimension and, if this is the word, sophistication beyond anyone’s imagina-
tion. Both the freeing of the money supply from the last remaining material restrictions 
and the global expansion and integration of money-making as an industrial activity 
helped, for some time, to paper over the increasing gap between, among other things, 
government expenditures and revenues.
What is coming? We have seen how the emerging consolidation state is cutting itself 
back through public austerity and the privatization of infrastructures and social ser-
vices. The question is whether this will restore economic growth and secure democratic 
legitimacy for post-2008 capitalism. Seeking to achieve these goals as in the past two 
decades by relying on a lax monetary policy and a bloated financial sector, apt any time 
to produce new bubbles, may at best be risky and could easily become self-destructive 
when another “rescue” like that of 2008 would be needed but by then is perhaps impos-
sible (Stockman 2013). The alternative, the neoliberal reform cure which requires strip-
ping society of its remaining defenses and throwing it into the icy waters of an untamed 
market economy in the hope that it will eventually start swimming, may be rejected by 
the voting public as long as there still is one. The result may be a political stand-off, as 
in Italy, which is unlikely to encourage economic growth either.
What if a resumption of growth, as implied by older traditions of political economy, 
requires more public investment rather than less, and perhaps also a reversal of the ap-
parently inexorable trend toward ever more inequality (Stiglitz 2012)? In this case, the 
declining capacity of politics to contain the plundering of the public sphere and the ap-
parently unending self-enrichment of the already unendingly rich may pose a problem 
not just for democracy, but also for the economy – look at the superrich among the 
Greeks who are abandoning Greece in droves, availing themselves of free international 
capital markets to take their money to the safe havens of Wall Street or the City of Lon-
don; or the Russian and Ukrainian “oligarchs” who, having expropriated their fellow-
citizens in post-communist primitive accumulation, are now abandoning them to their 
domestic misery. What we are seeing here may be the beginning of the fate of economic 
elites finally becoming divorced from the economies-cum-societies from where they 
derived their riches, decoupling the fortunes of the rich and their families from the 
prosperity, or the lack of it, of normal people.
Does this sound outlandish? Consider the current state of the distributional game in the 
United States, a country that, unlike Ukraine or China, is still considered a democracy 
by many. According to Emmanuel Saez, in 2010, Year Two after the crisis, at a time of 
high unemployment and record public debt, 93 percent of all income gains in the U.S., 
i.e., almost the entire amount by which the national income increased, went to the top one 
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percent in the income distribution. What is more, the top 0.01 percent, about 15,000 
households, received more than a third, 37 percent, of those income gains (Saez 2012).30 
There is no reason not to call this an asset stripping operation of epic dimensions per-
petrated by a tiny minority benefitting, among other things, from the deepest tax cuts in 
history. Why should the new oligarchs be interested in their countries’ future productive 
capacities and present democratic stability if, apparently, they can be rich without it, 
processing back and forth the synthetic money produced for them at no cost by a cen-
tral bank for which the sky is the limit, at each stage diverting from it hefty fees and un-
precedented salaries, bonuses, and profits as long as it is forthcoming – and then leave 
their country to its remaining devices and withdraw to some privately owned island?
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